Lipoxygenases and their Metabolites in Formation of Plant Stress Tolerance
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The review focuses on the analysis of new information concerning molecular enzymology of lipoxygenases – proteins involved in lipid peroxidation and found in animals and plants. Modern concept of structural features, catalytic characteristics and functions of lipoxygenase family enzymes as well as products of their catalytic activity in plants have been discussed and summarized. Issues of enzyme localization in plant cells and tissues, evolution and distribution of lipoxygenases, involvement in production of signaling substances involved in formation of adaptation response to abiotic and biotic stress factors and in regulation of lipoxygenase signal system activity are highlighted. Participants of the elements signaling of LOX-pathway reception and transduction into genome are considered. Special attention is given to jasmonates, metabolites of the allene oxide synthase branch of the lipoxygenase cascade, because these metabolites have high biological activity, are ubiquitously present in all plant organisms, and are involved in regulation of vitally important processes. Data concerning lipoxygenase phylogeny, possible occurrence of a common predecessor for modern isoforms of the enzyme in pro- and eukaryote have been examined. Some results of our studies that open up possibilities of using the lipoxygenase catalytic activity characteristics as biological markers in plant stress tolerance researches are given.
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on the lipoxygenase family enzymes, their catalytic characteristics, localization in plant cells and tissues, features of lipoxygenase signaling system regulation, catalytic activity products, lipoxygenases evolution and distribution. Special attention is paid to the role of plant lipoxygenases and products of their metabolic pathways in the formation of stress tolerance in plants under abiotic stress.

**Lipoxygenase general characteristic**

Lipoxygenase was described in 1932 as an enzyme that oxidizes fatty acids, but studies on molecular and functional features of these enzymes started only in the mid-90s when the role of jasmonic acid (JA), one of the basic products of the LOX-pathway, in the regulation of plant physical-biochemical processes had been discovered and studied [9, 10]. The lipoxygenase family (LOXs; EC 1.13.11.12) includes non-gemnic iron-compatible dioxygenases, which catalyze regio- and stereo dioxygenation of polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) with one or several cis, cis-1,4-pentadiene fragments and production of fatty acid hydroperoxides [5, 6, 11]. The mammal LOXs classification is based on the oxidation specificity of arachidonic acid. According to the produced products there are singled out 5-, 8-, 9-, 11-, 12- and 15-LOXs [5, 11]. Stereospecificity of LOXs action is also taken into account: (S-) or (R-). LOXs plants are classified considering oxidation specificity of linoleic (18 : 2) and α-linoleic (18 : 3) acids. There are iron- and manganese-compatible LOXs [12]. Molecular weight of higher plant LOXs is within the range of 94-100 kDa [13]. The isoformal crystal structure of LOX-1 and LOX-3 isolated from Glycine max (L.) Merr. was studied [14]. LOXs molecules consist of two, different in size domains. The enzyme active center with one atom of non-gemnic iron is located at the C-terminal domain that contains about 600 amino acid residues. This domain molecular weight is in the range of 55–65 kDa [11]. X-ray diffraction and spectroscopic analyses of lipoxygenase from G. max showed that the iron coordination sphere looks like a tilted octahedron and consists of three histidine residues, C-terminal carboxyl group and asparagine residue [11, 15]. With iron being in an active state (Fe⁶⁺) the number of ligands was found to amount to six due to ion hydroxide. A high reduction potential of iron (0.6 V), located in the enzymeactive center, transforms LOX to a strong oxidizing agent [15]. The N-terminal domain contains about 150 amino acid residues that form eight sections of β-folded structures and are responsible for the enzyme activity and its sorption at the membrane surface, and also interact with regulators of lipid nature and calcium ions [11]. The amino acid sequence, tertiary structure and functions of this domain are similar to those of the C₁₅-like domain of α-toxin from Clostridium perfringens, on whose structure the lipoxygenase molecular model is based [16]. The similarity of the amino acid sequence and topology typical of polycystine-1, lipoxygenase and α-toxin enabled to unite these proteins in the PLAT-domain family that is related to the C₁ family [17, 18]. Most of proteins, whose composition includes the C₁ domain, are involved in the transduction of signals and membrane traffic including proteins that are implicated in the production of lipid secondary messengers (phospholipase A₁, phospholipase C, phosphatidinositole-3-kinase and in phosphorylation of other proteins (protein kinase C) [19-21]. That is the reason why LOX is referred to as “signal” enzyme that executes catalysis in the state associated with membrane structures [16, 19, 22]. It was established that the G. max section LOX–1 which is composed of 15 amino acid residues and localized between the last section of the β-folded structure in the N-domain and the first spiral of the catalytic C-domain may undergo proteolysis by trypsin involving a rupture of the connection between Lys-277 and Ser-278. This process is associated with the formation of a less stable but more active “mini” – LOX having molecular weight of 60 kDa [23, 24].

**Products of lipoxygenase catalytic activity**

The plant lipoxygenase family catalyzes regio- and stereospecific addition of molecular oxygen to 1,4-cis,cis-pentadiene fragment of linoleic, linolenic and α-linolenic acids. A hydroperoxide product resulting from this process contains a conjugated cis-trans complex that is produced through the migration of a double link during the catalytic cycle [5, 6, 11]. Linoleic acid oxidation is the first part of a branching enzyme cascade, as a result of which there are biologically active compounds – oxylipins produced. They are involved in the formation of plant organism responses to abiotic and biotic stress effects, regulation of ageing and apoptosis [7, 8, 10, 25-29]. Lipoxygenase substrates are free polyunsaturated fatty acids which content increases after stress effects [5, 6, 8]. Most of lipoxygenases oxidize linoleic and linolenic acids in C-9 or C-13 positions produced there after 9- and 13-hydroperoxides.
which initiate at least six enzyme pathways (Fig. 1). The LOX biosynthesis pathway in plants includes a few parallel branches named after six enzymes of the corresponding branch as allene oxide synthase (AOS), allene oxide cyclase (AOC), hydroperoxide lyase (HPL), divinyl ether synthase, peroxygenase, epoxy alcohol synthase, and others in which various biologically active metabolites are produced. On the HPL pathway 9-hydroperoxynleoleat is transformed to C9-aldehydes and C9-aldoacids, and 13-hydroperoxyxynleolenat to C6-aldehydes and C12-aldoacids. The ketolic pathway involving AOS is brought about only by 13-LOX. The AOC pathway results in JA production. One more branch of pathways that involve 9- and 13-LOX is production of divinyl ethers, particularly colnelenic and etherolenic acids. Synthesis of hydroxy- and epoxy-derivatives of PUFA by peroxygenase is one more LOX-pathway branch that is synthesis of monomeric substrates of heteropolymer cutin – the main component of protection covering for plant overground organs – cuticle. Lipoxigenase substrates are both free oxygenic fatty acids and fatty acids that are included in reserve triacylglycerols, phospholipids and galactolipids. In PUFA deoxygenation oxygen acts as the second substrate. Supply of PUFA and oxygen to the LOX active center is assumed to occur through two hollows. But how and where PUFA molecules are added to the enzyme active center was not revealed. However, it was demonstrated that electrostatic interaction between the PUFA carboxylic group and positively charged amino acid residue of LOX is a determining factor in the enzyme-substrate complex production. Primary products of lipoxigenase activity PUFA-hydroperoxides are lipoxin and hepxoil predecessors. As a result of branching reactions there are oxylipins synthesized that express the synthesis of proteins and enzymes as well as plant antibiotics involved in detoxication under pathogenic attack. The oxylipin family includes JA. Jasmonates are implicated in the regulation of seed germination, pollen development, tuber formation, plant ageing, ethylene synthesis and the transduction of signal as a response to biotic and abiotic stress effects and along with ethylene it is responsible for the systemic response formation. JA and methyl jasmonates affect concentrations of vitamin C – the most widespread antioxidant in plants. Jasmonates were found in all plant organs: the highest concentrations were revealed in young intensively growing tissues of shoot tips, root tips, unripe fruits and young leaves. Jasmonates were shown to conjugate with glucose and amino acids and due to that these compounds are preserved and transported. Mechanical damages and pathogenic infections cause a marked increase in concentrations of some oxylipins that makes it possible to identify them in plant tissues. Arabidopsis thaliana infected by a pathogenic fungus Verticillium longisporum (C. Stark) Karapapa showed an increase in the content of some compounds among which there were oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA), dinor-OPDA, 9,12,13-three-hydroxy-10,15-octadecadienoic and 9,12,13-three-hydroxy-10-octadecanoic acids involved in the immunity formation. Physiologically active plant oxylipins (2E)-dodecene-1,12-dicarboxylic acid (traumatic acid) and 12-oxo-trans-10-dodecenolic acid (traumatin) are also able to induce cell division and formation of callus in damaged sites. Plant tissue disintegration led to the release of volatile C6- and C9-compounds characterized by a specific smell of newly-cut grass. C6-compounds – hexenals and hexenols belong to the most important antimicrobial and fungicidal agents that provide a primary defense against pathogens. Tobacco plant infection by Golovinomyces cichoracearum (DC.) V. P. Heluta resulted in some increase in the (2E)-hexenal content. Botrytis cinerea Pers. infection caused the production of (3Z)- and (2Z)-hexenals, (3Z)-hexenol and (3Z)-hexenilacetat, which inhibited the development of a fungal infection in tissues of Solanum lycopersicum L. Volatile C6-compounds (2E)-nonenal and (3Z)-nonenal with the scent of fresh cucumber were produced as a result of mechanical damages and retarded pathogen action.

**LOX localization and activity**

In most of cells the lipoxigenase metabolic pathway begins in the plasmolemma and further proceeds in the cytoplasm. During lipase-catalyzed reactions (phospholipase A, in particular) membrane lipids (among which phospholipids) release linoleic and linolenic fatty acids that are substrates of the lipoxigenase signaling system. The 9- and 13-LOXs pathways were shown to be spatially separated. Thus, 13-lipoxygenase pathway occurs in chloroplasts while that of 9-lipoxygenase – in cytosol. 9-hydroperoxide production is associated primarily with the cytoplasmatic membrane and 9-LOX activity is also localized in membranes of...
Fig. 1. The LOX-pathway (9-HPOT – (10E,12Z)-9-hydroperoxy-10,12,15-octadecatrienoic acid; 9-KOT – (10E,12Z)-9-keto-10,12,15-octadecatrienoic acid; 13-HPOT – (10E,12Z)-13-hydroperoxy-10,12,15-octadecatrienoic acid; 13-KOT – (10E,12Z)-13-keto-10,12,15-octadecatrienoic acid; 12-OPDA – 12-oxo-10,15-phytodienoic acid) [Adapted from Porta H., Rocha-Sosa M., 2002]
micromones and mitochondria [45, 46]. Specific for enzymes lipoxygenases cascade AOS and HPL are associated with lipid drops and involved in lipid drops oxidation and release of lipid products into cytosol [5]. In potato tubers 9-AOS is localized in amyloplasts and leucoplasts [47] while in Petunia inflata leaves it is in tonoplasts [48]. 9-HPL is localized in microsomes of almond leaves [49]. Like 13-LOX all known 13-AOS, except AOS of Parthenium argentatum A. Gray. leaves, are associated with chloroplast membranes [50] and plastoglobules [51].

Most of 13-LOX products are related with chloroplast internal and external thylakoid membranes [5, 6, 8]. 13-HPL, AOS and AOC enzymes, whose substrates are products of 13-LOX oxidation of linoleic and linolenic acids, were shown to be localized in chloroplast internal and external membranes (Fig. 2) [6, 8, 38]. In the presence of Ca$^{2+}$ ions some lipoxygenases can be transferred from cytoplasm and be bound with chloroplast membranes [52].

The JA synthesis was found to begin in chloroplasts which contain polyene fatty acids that are released during LOX activity rise. The JA first cycle predecessor – 12-OPDA is generated in chloroplasts. Further OPDA changes occur in peroxisomes. OPDA is transported to these organelles by fatty acid special cassette transporter PXA1 (peroxisomal ABC transporter 1). Residue product (+)-JA may be converted to (+)-7-iso-JA [9]. One phase of the JA conversion occurs in cytosol and that is the JA conjugation with amino acid isoleucine or methionine that is accomplished in methyl jasmonate (Me-JA). An additional source of the intermediate substrate for the JA synthesis called “arabidopside” – galactolipase. JA-OPDA etherified with OPDA that is produced as a response to a wound and whose synthesis involves LOX-2 was found in A. thaliana cells [9]. OPDA that is implicated in JA transformations is released with the participation of galactolipase. JA-OPDA is hydrolyzed to JA that activates plant defense responses. JA and Me-JA may act as elicitors and show synergistic interactions with other biotic elicitors to induce defense reactions [61].

Regulation of lipoxygenase signaling system activity

One of the phases of lipoxygenase metabolism control is effected through the regulation of activity of phospholipases A and desaturases – enzymes that synthesize and release PUFAs from phospholipids. Gene expression of lipoxygenases and cytochrome oxidases (CYP74) is regulated by JA and its derivatives [4, 8, 62]. Enhancement of AOS genes transcription in cells and increase in AOC activity occur when leaves are wounded [63]. Promoters of many genes of the enzyme family cytochrome oxidases were revealed to have elements sensitive to stress signals by JA, SA and ethylene [63, 64]. Level of HPL gene transcription rose in response to pathogen attacks and mechanical wounds but in contrast to AOC the enzyme synthesis was not induced by Me-JA treatment [64]. A quick release of HPL-products after mechanical wounds indicates that the plant constitutive enzyme and its synthesis de novo are not required under conditions of stress effects. HPL is activated by a substrate contact that takes place after membranes destruction. Meanwhile, the enzyme is on the membrane or transported to a wounded site. One of the versions is the presence of the HPL predecessor that is activated after cutting of the N-ter-
Fig. 2. It is a possible model of LOX activity compartmentalization in the plant cell (AOS – allene oxide synthetase; HPL – hydroperoxide lyase; AOC – allene oxide cyclase; VSP LO – vacuolar lipoxygenase; 13-LO – chloroplast associated lipoxygenase; LO – cytoplasmic lipoxygenase). The plant 9- and 13-LOX pathways are spatially separated. The 13-LOX pathway is localized mainly in chloroplasts, 9-LOX – in cytosol. The initial stages of JA biosynthesis occur in chloroplasts, where appropriate enzymes are localized and they are completed by three β-oxidations in peroxisomes, JA is conjugated with amino acids in cytoplasm. Chloroplast AOS, АОС, and HPL are localized on internal and external membranes, respectively. Cytoplasm LOX are involved in lipid drops oxidation. Some plants showed LOX activity localization in vacuoles.

minal sequence. Thus, Medicago sativa L. HPL activity increased after deletion of the first 22 amino acid residues of the N-terminal [65]. 13-HPL genes expression was detected in the plant overground part while that of 9-HPL – in the root one. HPL organ specificity correlates with an appropriate organ specificity of LOX. There was found a correlation between the HPL activity and chlorophyll content. Thus, the maximum activity was observed in unripe pepper fruits whereas during ripening the enzyme activity significantly decreased [66].

Different cell types were revealed to differ in the level of AOS and HPL gene expressions. AOS gene expression occurred in all tomato plant organs whereas HPL genes were activated only in leaves and flowers [67]. Expression tissue specificity was indicative of a key role of AOS in the regulation of plant various organs and tissues development. Profiles of AOS and HPL gene expressions in the same organs overlap [64].

Regulation pattern of the JA synthesis is complex and multilevel (Fig. 3). Under the influence of
ethylene, elicitors, mechanical wounds, etc. the level of JA and OPDA significantly rises thereby provoking an increase in AOS activity [68]. JA and ethylene can positively affect the synthesis of each other during a defense mechanism activation and ageing [68]. In dicotyledons the AOS accumulation is induced by SA. An exogenous SA treatment caused OPDA accumulation in arabidopsis [68]. The JA synthesis in arabidopsis inhibited SA at the stage of OPDA production that is explained by a quick utilization of JA in SA-treated tissues and by the pattern of JA synthesis localization.

The level of divinyl ether synthase (DES) gene expression, a different LOX-pathway of products transformation, is related with a pathogenic infection [38]. Thus, 48 hours after pepper infection by the Obuda pepper virus 18-fold increase in DES gene expression occurred [69] (Fig. 3).

**Lipoxygenase phylogeny**

Information on the LOX evolution was obtained following a search for DNA specific sequences in the database GenBank, Refseq, Uniprot, Ensembl [70]. As a key element DNA fragments encoding iron ligand production were used. LOXs sequences were detected in pro- and eucariots. However, no lipoxygenases were found in archaea, which is most probably an evidence of an exceptional specificity of their existence environment. Presence of LOX gene sequences in DNA molecules in some lower plants suggests that the lipoxygenase family emerged after the emergence of atmospheric oxygen on the earth [70]. LOXs were detected in ciano- and proteobacteria, animalucal unicellular red and green sea algae, amoebae, fungi, mosses, angiosperms and animals (Fig. 4). We identified for the first time the LOX activity in higher vascular spore-bearing plants of LOX activity in higher vascular spore-bearing plants of lower organism LOXs isoforms indicate that the gene horizontal transfer is probably not the only reason of LOXs prokaryote presence. Pro- and eukaryote LOXs are most likely to originate from one common predecessor. Cyanobacteria are one of the most ancient forms of life on earth in which LOXs genes were found and the family origin is an indirect indicative of an ancient origin of these enzymes. According to the endosymbiosis theory cyanobacteria originate from chloroplasts [74]. Considering the possibility of plastid genes transfer to the nuclear genome [75] it can be assumed that LOXs are of plant origin because LOXs isoforms of modern plants are localized in the genome plastid sequence. LOXs were also discovered in tomato chloroplasts [70]. Transformation of the LOXs molecular action mechanism is of special interest. It is quite possible that the evolution of many iron-compatible proteins including lipoxygenase and desaturases involved in the lipoxygenase cascade has common features. As it is known the initial function of these proteins consists in the interception of molecular oxygen to reduce its toxicity. Intercepted oxygen was transferred to various substrates further on converted in more complex reaction chains. Although fatty acid hydroperoxides as substrates for oxylipin production existed before lipoxygenase emergence, the combination of two protein components in a reaction chain made this process more controlled and effective. Un-saturated fatty acids may in their turn be synthesized under anaerobic conditions without involvement of desaturases like it occurs today in some bacteria in which fatty acid synthases can produce a double connection in acyl chain synthesis [70].

**Lipoxygenases and their metabolites in stress tolerance formation**

Numerous defensive mechanisms are involved in the formation of plant responses to biotic and abiotic stress effects. Signaling systems that trigger the antistress compound synthesis are activated depending on a pathogen type and abiotic stress pattern. Signal molecules including JA, Me-JA, SA, ethylene, ABA and other metabolites may act independently or interact either synergistically or antagonistically [8]. They are organically implicated in a complex signaling net that enables plants to apply an optimal defense strategy against biotic and antibiotic stresses [76]. Numerous studies have shown that the LOX...
Fig. 3. Regulation of lipoxigenase signaling pathway (LOX – lipoxygenase; AOS – allene oxide synthase; AOC – allene oxide cyclase; OPR – OPDA reductase; β-Ox – oxidation; LA – α-linolenic acid; 13-HPLA – 13(S)-hydroperoxylinolenic acid; 12, 13-EOLA – 12, 13-epoxylinolenic acid; OPDAp – 12-oxophytodienoic acid in plastids; OPDAr – OPDA released from plastids; OPC-8:0 – 3-oxo-2-(2(Z)-pentenyl) – cyclopropane-1-octanoic acid; JA – jasmonic acid; SA – salicylic acid; COR – coronatine) [Adapted from Laudert, Weiler, 1998]. LOX-pathway is regulated by activity changes in lipases localized on membranes. The pattern of JA synthesis regulation is multi-level. Under conditions of defense mechanisms activation in stress JA and ethylene may stimulate mutual biosynthesis. When detrimentally affected, JA and OPDA levels are significantly increased as a result of AOS activity rise. AOS and OPDA accumulation induces SA. In dicotyledons JA synthesis is inhibited at the stage of OPDA production.
activity increases with mechanical wounds [77], hyperthermia [78-80], ozone effect [26], elicitors [81], etc. LOX metabolism is intensified due to the transcription activation of genes that encode various enzymes. To date there is sufficient information to assume that the lipoxygenase pathway of membrane lipids conversion is an independent signaling pathway [4-8]. Like in other signaling systems the primary signal interaction with a plasmolemma receptor activates a membrane-bound protein that provides signaling along the signal circuit. Lipoxygenase circuit signals are enhanced by autocatalytic cycles involving calcium and calmodulin ions. Hydroperoxides that are produced in the plasmalemma from linoleate and linolenate transport calcium ions from outside to the inside of the cell [4-6, 82]. An increase in the cytoplasm calcium ion concentrations results in phospholipase A activation and release of PUFAs from phospholipids [1, 4, 14]. Normally, LOX as a cascade key enzyme regulates LOX gene expression by means of cascade end products, for instance, jasmonate or methyl jasmonate that is typical of allosteric enzymes as is LOX [53, 54]. Under autocatalytic cycle conditions methyl jasmonate expresses genes of desaturase that catalyses linoleic acid conversion to linolenic acid [83]. Intermediate and end products of the LOX metabolism can activate protein kinases, send signal and provide its transduction. Although the molecular mechanisms of oxylipin activation of genes have been insufficiently studied the available data suggest that these compounds can express protein genes involved in plant stress tolerance formation [7, 8]. Jasmonates belong to the group of the most-studied oxylipins implicated in the lipoxygenase signaling system. JA and Me-JA induce the synthesis of proteinase inhibitors and are involved in alkaloid release and accumulation, provide a selective suppression of the polypeptide synthesis [7, 58]. Generating the formation of active forms of oxygen and stimulating the synthesis of some protective compounds related with pathogenesis JA induces plant disease resistance [84]. JA was found to be involved in signaling from the surface of an infected cell to the nucleus as well as in intercellular signaling, it promotes the protective genes expression [4, 7, 8, 85]. When mechanically wounded a plant forms

Fig. 4. Presence of lipoxygenase DNA sequences in pro- and eukaryotic [Adapted from Ivanon et al., 2010]. LOXs are widespread in nature. According to GenBank, Refseq, Uniprot, Ensembl data DNA sequences of were found in pro- and eukaryotes. No LOXs were detected in archaea that is due to the specificity of their habitat.
a jasmonate-dependent response, its tissues desiccate and wounded sites accumulate ABA, expresses the cell cycle regulator ICK 1 which interacts with cycline D3 and suppresses the CDK-complexes activity [86]. JA and its predecessors take part in the complex multi-component signaling system of plant immunity formation. Initial phases of hormonal signaling by exogenous jasmonates are thought to be related with the regulation of H⁺ and Ca²⁺ ions transport through cytoplasmic membrane [85]. It was shown that mechanical wounds in plants eaten out by animals cause a quick accumulation of JA and Me-JA [87], which occurs along with the activation of the key enzymes involved in these compounds biosynthesis [63, 88, 89]. Like a mechanical wound exogenous JA induces the expression of protective genes, which include gene-inhibitors of proteinases and gene phenylalanine ammonia lyase [87, 90]. Inactivation of JA synthesis genes is accompanied by a suppression of a plant protective response. [91]. Mechanical wounds and systemin were revealed to activate the expression of proteinase inhibitors in tomato plants through a general signaling pathway involving JA [5, 10]. JA is a stable end product of the fatty acid hydroperoxide metabolic pathway that implicates AOC [5]. However, there is evidence that in some plants signaling occurs either without this enzyme or with the enzyme activity being very low. It was shown that in infected oat leaves and rice shoots jasmonates are not involved in signaling [66]. Analysis of available experimental data demonstrates that molecular mechanisms of the action of jasmonates under abiotic stress conditions are very diverse and specific. Diversity of observed functions can be explained, at least partially, by the large number and variety of jasmonate signaling components, and by specific and overlapping functions of individual AOS branch metabolites. In leaves of many plants HPL is a dominant enzyme in hydroperoxide metabolism and due to this, volatile aldehydes that are products of HPL-activity execute signaling functions. Trans-2-hexenal was shown to induce the synthesis of phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PHAL), an enzyme that catalyzes lignin predecessor production and promotes thickening of cell walls. [92]. PHAL can catalyze SA, which provides the accumulation of hydrogen peroxide toxic for pathogens and production of plant antibiotics – phenylpropan phytoalexins. It was also shown that 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal induced the synthesis of glutation-S-transpherase that is implicated in elimination of substances toxic for plants [93]. It was established that oxylipins interact with biologically active compounds of other signaling cascades, with phytohormones in particular. ABA was shown to affect positively the LOX activity when a plant is mechanically wounded [94]. However, under control conditions an ABA exogenous treatment inhibited lipoxygenase activity [95]. Exogenous ABA was found to stimulate lipoxygenase activity, promote JA production, activate peroxide oxidation of membrane lipids, contribute to the formation of tolerance when rice leaves are wounded [96]. A positive correlation between the ABA concentration and LOX transcript content was revealed in water-stressed plants [97]. Mechanical wounds lead to an increase of LOX activity, ABA and JA content [98, 99]. ABA activates 9-LOX more than 13-LOX. Practically no expression of LOX-2 and LOX-3 genes occurred when soy leaves were treated with exogenous ABA. Exogenous ABA was shown to suppress the expression of LOX-2 genes in soy leaves. Under osmotic stress conditions the mRNA content of LOX-1 and LOX-2 increased, the enzyme and its activity rose, too [26]. It was revealed that under control conditions brassinosteroids caused a three - six-fold increase in the content of 9-LOX products [100]. In cold-stressed plants 2,4-epibrassinolide stimulated a significant enhancement of lipoxygenase activity [101]. Brassinosteroids that block a jasmonate inhibiting effect on root growth are involved in the signaling cascade of JA, which expresses DWF4 gene responsible for the synthesis of a key enzyme for brassinosteroids formation [102]. SA was shown to retard the production of 12-OPDA 10, 11-reductase (one of the key enzymes of JA synthesis) and also promote a local immunity due to OPDA accumulation. There were some isoforms of 12-OPDA 10,11-reductase detected, most of which did not catalyze OPDA regeneration but regenerated α- and β-saturated aldehydes – derivatives of polyene fatty acids [4].

**LOX activity characteristics as stress tolerance molecular markers**

Plant successful adaptation to stress effects to a great extent depends on the effectiveness of defensive mechanisms, a significant role in their formation is played by signaling systems. LOX activity is regarded as a biological marker of the plant physiological state [4, 6, 103]. It was shown that following the effects of high temperatures, mechanical damages, pathogen infection the 13-LOX activity increases [26, 77, 81]. There was suppression of LOX activity after low temperature effects and also as a
result of influence of polyamines, retinoids, ABA, epoxide derivatives of linoleate [4, 8]. It was found that under salt stress conditions LOX activates lipid peroxide oxidation. Thus, some increase in the lipoxygenase activity under salt stress conditions was observed only in salt-tolerant plants [104].

Gene LOX expression was found to occur under low temperature conditions that is an indirect indicative of LOX involvement in the formation of plant adaptive responses to temperature stresses [105]. LOX enzyme activity increase resulting from low temperature effects is associated with phospholipase D which activity enhances due to stress factor action and that promotes membrane phospholipids degradation and release of PUFA – LOX substrate [106]. That correlates with an ability of phospholipase D product – phosphatidic acid – to affect directly LOX activity in vitro [107]. Cold and salt stresses effects on LOX activity differ. Thus, at the early phase (4 h) salt stress decreased the functional activity of LOX in corn and had virtually no effect on the activity of 13-LOX. Eventually the activity of 9-LOX returned to norm while that of 13-LOX reduced. Cold stress also suppressed the activity of 9-LOX while that of 13-LOX significantly increased that is indicative of a possible involvement of two different sites of the lipoxygenase cascade in the production of biologically active products due to abiotic stresses [108]. The pattern of changes of lipoxygenase activity levels following a short-term hyper- and hypothermia was found to correlate with types of ecological strategies of individual plant species. Thus, the highest rates of lipoxgenase activity in leaves under the control conditions was observed in abiotic stress-tolerant seedlings of Rumex patienia L. that preserved activity after temperature conditions change. Seedlings of stressor-sensitive plant Festuca pratensis Huds. had the lowest rates of lipoxgenase activity in control and was characterized by a significant reduction in the enzyme activity after effects of high (by 31%) and low (by 41%) temperatures. LOX activity in leaves of heat-resistant ruder plant Ama ranthus caudatus L. rose by 76% due to high temperatures [109]. Studies of LOX activity in seedlings of cultivars Brassica napus contrast in their thermostability revealed that low temperatures reduced LOX activity in the heat-resistant cultivar by 34% while following a heat stress it remained eventually unchanged. However, after a heat stress the LOX activity in the cold-resistant cultivar was almost 2-fold reduced but after a cold stress no marked changes were observed [78]. Studies of short-term temperature stress effects on the LOX activity in Triticum aestivum L. cultivars contrast in their thermostability indicated that both a high-temperature treatment (+40 °C, 2 h) and a low positive temperature (+4 °C, 2 h) action promoted the heat-resistant cultivar LOX activity that testified to involvement of lipoxygenase cascade products in the formation of defense and stabilization mechanisms during a temperature stress [79]. At the same time, after a short-term high-temperature stress the activity of all 9-LOX isoforms in the cold-resistant cultivar increased. But 9-LOX (pH 6.5) from roots and LOX-1 (pH 7.0) from the seedling overground part showed the most significant increase. LOX activity reduction following low positive temperature effects was insignificant and that is consistent with the sign of cold resistance of the studied winter wheat cultivar [80]. The obtained data testify to possibility of using the enzyme activity characteristics as markers to investigate plant stress tolerance.

So, enzymes of the lipoxgenase family belong to evolutionary ancient compounds common in a wide range of organisms from pro- to eucaryotes. Lipoxygenases and lipoxgenase oxidation products of polyunsaturated fatty acids play a significant role in metabolism in plants, have influence on their growth and development, tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses. LOXs are involved in signaling due to stressor effects and lipoxgenase activity characteristics may serve as molecular markers for the study of plant stress tolerance.
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В огляді наведено дані літератури останніх років із молекулярної ензимології ліпоксигеназ –
протеинов, задействованных в реакциях пероксида окисления липидов и найденных у животных и растений. Рассмотрены и обобщены существующие представления об особенностях строения, каталитических свойствах и функционировании энзимов семейства липоксигеназ и продуктов их каталитической активности в растениях. Обсуждаются вопросы локализации энзима в растительных клетках и тканях, звеньях и распространении липоксигеназ, участие в образовании сигнальных соединений, задействованных в формировании адаптационных ответов на абиотические и биотические стрессорные факторы, а также регуляции активности липоксигеназной (ЛОГ) сигнальной сети. Рассмотрены элементы процессов рецепции и трансдукции сигналов ЛОГ-пути в геном. Особое внимание уделяется жасмонатам, метаболитам аленоксидсинтазной ветви липоксигеназного каскада. Эти метаболиты обладают высокой биологической активностью, повсеместно распространены в растительных организмах, а также участвуют в регулировании жизненно важных процессов. Проанализированы результаты о филогении липоксигеназ, возможности существования общего предшественника современных изоформ энзима про/евкарий. Приведены отдельные результаты собственных исследований авторов относительно использования показателей каталитической активности липоксигеназ как биологических маркеров при исследовании стрессоустойчивости растений.
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